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Abstract
While the problem of climate change directly interests persons and communities, the efforts to enhance cultural legitimacy on the problem still remains unsolved in our day. In this study, land use planning is regarded as a means to be used for enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change, because land use planning has two-fold implications: one in terms of leaving significant impacts upon climate change, and the other, with regard to scope of its activities that are of concern of persons and communities directly. For this reason, land use planning can be considered as a bridge between climate change and its cultural legitimacy. In order to achieve this, it becomes necessary to identify those social groups whose actions and daily activities are of particular importance for land use planning and climate change and the modes of relationships in between should further be defined. There are four groups associated with land use planning and climate change: municipalities, users, investors and land owners, and non-governmental organizations and professional chambers. Proposed suggestions for enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change are formulated separately for these groups. These suggestions are elaborated in the case of Turkish legal mechanisms and the planning practice.
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1. Introduction
Leaving adverse impacts in social, economic and cultural terms, climate change takes place among the most important ecological problems on global scale today. The most significant document relating to this problem has been the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (thereafter UNFCCC) dated 1992. In order to tackle the problem, mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions is taken as the ultimate objective in this convention and 1997 Kyoto Protocol. This led to formulation of programmes on national policies, actions and measures with special focus on greenhouse gas mitigation strategies in national and regional levels. Technology-supported and energy-related mitigation alternatives are put on the agenda in order to achieve emission targets. However, those local communities having roles in creation of greenhouse gas emissions and are directly and adversely affected by the social, economic and environmental impacts of climate change are kept outside the scope of possible solutions. In our day, people may be aware of the problem of climate change, but they remain far behind seeing themselves as part of the causes, yet having the potential to contribute to its solutions. Daily living habits and preferences of households determine the amounts of energy use and consequently become one of the factors causing domestic greenhouse-gas emissions. Furthermore, socio-economic status of individuals (e.g., high-income groups live in large houses that relatively use greater amounts of energy) and the specific roles they play (individual as a social actor; for instance as a tourism businessman, industrialist etc.) are also determining the amount of their shares in greenhouse-gas emissions.

Within this framework, local communities should acknowledge that a problem exists in order to promote viability and ensure success of mitigation strategies. However, the existing policy documents and legislative mechanisms lack sufficient emphasis on the need. To overcome this problem, there is need for an interface and means to bring together local communities and the international and national legislation and political platforms. Focusing on mitigation strategies and housing developments, this paper suggests that urban land use plans can be utilized as a means to create the common grounds for bringing the two poles (the individual and the climate) together, where the functional role of land use planning is depicted as a potential basis.

It is a difficult task to enhance cultural legitimacy on climate change and have all sections in the community become a part of the solution, because nature in modern society is seen as a means to be used for the ends (particularly the economic ends). It indeed remains a challenge to avail those communities-individuals for re-gaining consciousness of nature and to search for ecological sensitiveness in their actions. At this point, instead of targeting at the entire society as a whole, identification of certain social groups being connected to the problem in different contexts and formulation of suggestions that primarily focus on these groups would be meaningful as the initial step. In this regard, the following part of the paper will scrutinize the challenges in enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change. Following the identification of above-mentioned groups in the third part, the discussion will dwell upon what to do to enhance cultural legitimacy in context of the relationship between land use plans and these groups.

No matter how climate-sensitive, land use planning cannot be expected to enhance cultural legitimacy on climate change per se. The subject matter here is the potential of land use planning in creating the grounds to raise awareness of local communities and to ensure that they accept the issue as a problem, or, in other words, to let the social groups confront the problem directly. For this reason, there is need for additional adjustments. Considered as such,
this paper proposes the following issues as part of these frameworks: The importance of urban planning in climate change must be recognized and emphasized in international, and especially, national regulations and policies; new legal tools must be developed by local governments for climate-friendly land use plans; and public participation must be encouraged to involve inhabitants in climate-sensitive land use planning. The scope of this paper take the climate change-related legal and political mechanisms and planning practice in Turkey as the case.

One supplementary goal of this study is to draw attention to lack of integration between land use planning and mitigation strategies, which occupy a crucial place in international and national law and policies on climate change. Even though the non-negligible impact of climatically-insensitive urban spatial development practices upon creation of greenhouse-gas emission is well-known, there still exists a substantial gap between land use planning and adjustments to climate change. The proposed recommendations of this study aim to have contributions in overcoming this gap. Establishment of this integration is of pivotal importance for rapidly developing countries, particularly in terms of population growth and urbanization/urban development processes.

Developing countries must be full-participants in the problem of climate change for they will be most heavily impacted by global warming, and the scale of their emissions is rapidly approaching parity with developed countries (Wheeler, 2009). A considerable part of greenhouse-gases are caused mainly by domestic energy uses and loss of carbon sinks due to urban development. In Turkey, the rate of urbanization, which was 52.9 percent in 1990, has risen to 62.7 percent in 2006, while the number of buildings have increased by 78.6 percent in the period of 1990-2000. Housing within the sectoral distribution of overall energy consumption reached a share of 30 percent in 2004 (Ministry of Environment and Forestry, 2007). Given the ongoing development of spatial environments, a possible turn to proactive planning will present an opportunity to block the future greenhouse-gas emission. For this reason, urban land use planning especially in developing countries can be used as an effective tool for enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change on the one hand, and preventing from future emissions on the other.

2. Challenges against Enhancing Cultural Legitimacy on Climate Change

The most significant challenge against enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change is the gap between nature and the individuals constituting different groups in society, particularly the urban inhabitants. This indicates that the problem is of broader extent, not specific to any country, but covering the structure of the modern society. Contrary to the people living in rural settlements and engaged in agricultural activities, urban inhabitants are getting disconnected from nature due to their economic activities and living environments. In a context as such, the indispensable difference between the rural and urban settlements pertains to the fact that urban development involves much different socio-economic relations when compared to the rural (Silaydin, 2003). The process of spatial development based mainly on sectors such as housing, commerce, transportation etc. results in creation of such urban environments that leave people uninformed about the multi-dimensional advantages to be
gained if lived harmoniously with nature. Turkey has gone through this process as well. In the process of urbanization and industrialization that has taken start in 1950s and accelerated in post-1980s in Turkey, the migration movements from rural settlements to cities caused the majority of national population be agglomerated in urban areas. In the course of this period, cities as an outcome of real estate developments have turned into rapidly growing concrete agglomerations. The underlying reason has been the intention to attain the greatest building density in the least amount of area provided, consequently leading to loss of all bonds between the society and nature.

This problem may be overcome by convincing people about the psychological, health-related and economic advantages of living in spatial environments that are harmonious with nature and climate. Creation of such living environments through land use planning will provide for wider acceptance of a local-social framework in solving ecological problems or accepting that natural values should be protected.

The second challenge pertains to resilience of interest groups that receive economic gains from urban development activities. Capital owners in construction sector (developers, entrepreneurs etc.) and land owners intend to keep their surplus-profits constantly high. For this reason, they demand for developing natural areas as new urban settlement areas. For instance, the construction sector in Turkey has grown by 17.5 percent during the last quarter of the year 2010 only (Gürlesel, 2011). No doubt that climatically-sensitive building activities can possibly not be as rapid, high-rise and dense as in the case of existing practices. This will inevitably lead to constant expectation of high returns from the existing dynamic structure against climate-friendly planning processes which certains groups will object to and exert pressure upon. In parallel with this, land use planning activities formulate spatial development decisions (boundaries, size, location and density of settlement areas) and define the codes of building (number of storeys, building density, building alignment etc.). It is not legal to have any construction activities outside urban spatial boundaries and out of the scope of determined codes. Thus, despite such great sanction power of urban land use plans, why does the existence of resilient groups have a challenging impact against cultural legitimacy? The answer to this problem manifests the third challenge at issue. The authority of making land use plans in Turkey is in the hands of municipalities as local government bodies. Since elected municipal bodies have vote concerns, they occasionally remain weak against urban development demands and pressures. The cities, coastal areas, forestry areas and urban environments in Turkey display plenty of scenes as such (See Figure 1). Consequently, the design and planning of cities do not conform to local climatic characteristics (leading to proliferation of buildings that do not benefit from renewable energy resources via, for instance, its orientation) leaving no sufficient amount of green areas to absorb the CO₂ produced by urban activities (Aydın & Çukur, 2009).
In international and national policy mechanisms, the facts that the relationship between climate change and public is based on mere education, training and public awareness and that there exists no specifically defined interface for public awareness in the local level, emerge, not as a challenge, but rather a problem to be overcome. The need for raising public awareness for climate change is already stated in the UNFCCC. The precautionary measures and suggestions focus on issues of education and training of public, scientific, technical and managerial personnel, and public awareness and participation in national, regional and sub-regional levels. These levels are beyond reach of local communities or inhabitants. In other words, no interface exists for the problem to be carried down to the local level.

Turkey has submitted its First National Communication to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in 2007. In the ninth part of this comprehensive report titled ‘Education, training and public awareness’, studies targeted at raising public awareness on climate change are presented. The Ministry of Environment and Urbanization taking the lead, the other related ministries and governmental bodies, higher education bodies, non-governmental organizations and some sections of the business world in Turkey carry out their works on public awareness and education on climate change. The steps taken include organization of seminars, conferences and workshops, inclusion of environmental issues in curriculum, training of technical personnel, short film and cartoon film screenings, public awareness and education activities for farmers, publication of various documents, and
organization of campaigns as well as competitions (Ministry of Environment and Forestry, 2007).

Formulated as such, the current studies held in line with UNFCCC for public awareness on climate change in Turkey focus on public awareness, education and publicity activities. When climate change is considered in terms of enhancing cultural legitimacy, however, such approaches are not sufficient. The first reason behind this insufficiency is that these activities take place directly between the country and the individual, meaning that there exists no intermediary mechanism to bridge between local communities and national policies.

In provision of such an intermediary mechanism, local governments need to start playing a preponderant role, in which they should become an integrated part of those policies and action plans addressing to raising public awareness and acceptance of the problem regarding climate change. Empowerment of local governments as part of the solution is defended by the United Cities and Local Governments (thereafter UCLG). Yet, the existing convention documents on climate change are criticized for addressing inadequately to local and regional governments. In the United Nations Climate Change Summit held in Copenhagen in 2009, UCLG demanded the United Nations to accept the need for cooperation of local governments in international deliberations (UCLG-MEWA, 2013). The efforts of local governments to have their active involvement be accepted within the process are still brand new, which is why there yet could be no results attained out of international and national legal and political adjustments. Local governments hold the potential to be in close connection with local communities. Because of this, on the condition that local governments are reinforced to actively promote public awareness, their target groups will consequently grow further, expanding the extent of success.

In the First National Communication on Climate Change in Turkey, it is stated that local governments did not attempt to take their first step in public awareness on climate change yet (Ministry of Environment and Forestry, 2007). Departing from this point, the activities in priority must consist of taking precautionary measures to increase awareness of local governments to combat the problem of climate change, encouraging local governments for accomplishment of urban action plans, and through regulations, rendering local governments as legally responsible for taking the required local measures in solving the problem of climate change.

Studies and works on public awareness and education on climate change will undoubtedly have profound contributions for the local communities to accept the issue as a problem and take precautionary measures, but they remain insufficient to involve various interest groups. No matter how effectively public awareness is ensured, the above-explained challenges constitute an obstacle against local communities to adopt a climate-sensitive approach in their range of actions and daily activities. The acceptance level of the problem is dependent upon determination of the extent to which the interest areas of these groups directly come across the issue of climate change and formulation of those mechanisms which will guide them to accept the problem concerning these areas. Urban land use plans are drawn and written documents that embody this relation into spatial decisions.
3. Instrumental Significance of Urban Land Use Planning in Enhancing Cultural Legitimacy on Climate Change

Land use planning in Turkey is carried on three plan scales: regional master planning, master planning and development planning. The power to make and approve master plans on scale 1/100,000 belongs to the Ministry of Environment and Urbanization. In terms of neither the authorized body nor the plan scale, regional master plans do not constitute a level requiring any relation with the local public. On local level, it is the master plans (on scales 1/25,000 or 1/5000) and development plans (on scale 1/1000) that function as plan levels significant for the subject matter at issue. Municipalities are responsible for making and approving these plans. According to the Municipal Law numbered 5393, municipalities can be established in settlement areas with population of 5,000 inhabitants and above. Pursuant to the Urban Development Law numbered 3194, it is mandatory for municipalities of settlements with populations above 10,000 in the most recent census to have development plans (urban land use plans) be prepared. Under these circumstances, urban land use plans in Turkey are prepared by greater municipalities, municipalities of provinces and districts and first tier municipalities of settlements with population above 10,000. If we are to define settlements having population above 10,000 as urban settlements, urban land use plans function as written and drawn documents of spatial decisions, which are of concern of the majority in the national population. These land use plans gain impetus for two main reasons within the objective framework of this study.

The first reason is that the rate of built to non-built environment (open green areas) within the urban space determines the rate of urban CO\textsubscript{2} emissions to be absorbed by green areas. Decisions related to building activities in land use plans, on the other hand, such as terms and conditions of land use patterns, urban macroform, transportational infrastructure, building types and alignments, relationship between buildings and orientation of building blocks etc., have an impact upon use of urban vehicles and energy consumption in dwellings (see Condon \textit{et al.}, 2009). In brief, land use plans are directly related to mitigation strategies.

The second reason is that land use plans are of concern of the entire community living in the settlement. The level and ways of this concern vary by economic income levels of the inhabitants (as high, medium, low income groups), their fields of profession (those working in the commercial sector, businessmen, developers etc.), the role they play as actors in the city (public servants, non-governmental organization members etc.), and ownership of their properties (land and house owners or renters). Nevertheless, instead of taking local communities as an integrated whole in efforts for enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change, it would rather be a more straight-forward approach to consider the issue on basis of different groups having varying roles regarding the problem.

Depicted as such, it is possible for us to ask the following question: which social groups and/or structures should the target group consist of in strategies to be fostered for enhancing cultural legitimacy on climate change via land use planning? The answer to this question will at the same time reveal how the instrumental character of land use planning may be utilized.
Within this context, it is possible to identify four basic groups: 1) Municipalities, administered by representatives who are elected by the local public and hold the power to make land use plans, 2) capital owners who act as investors in the construction sector and land owners who try to receive economic gains from their real estate, 3) urban inhabitants whom can be defined as the user group, and 4) non-governmental organizations and relevant professional chambers who criticize implementations of the local governments.

There is no doubt that, apart from the above-listed groups, it is also possible to define more numbers of groups whose diverse range of activities have direct impacts upon climate change (e.g., factory owners, farmers who destroy forests in order to open land for their agricultural activities etc.), but since the core of this study focuses on land use planning and housing developments on urban scale, other irrelevant groups have been deliberately left out from the adopted scope of work.

3.1 Municipalities

Municipalities are included within the target group because they come into power through the elections, have the opportunity to represent local communities and for this very reason, are much more powerful in terms of guiding and orienting the local public on certain issues when compared to all other organizational bodies. Albeit they are managed by elected persons and political parties, municipalities are public institutions of the state, meaning that even though they attain a much liberal structure in implementation of their own policies, they cannot act independently from or opposing to national laws and regulations. This paves the way for mitigation strategies to be implemented on local scale, but the fact that municipalities are not authorized for tackling the problem via legal mechanisms hinders them from use of these grounds as an advantage.

In Turkey, the only power given to municipalities for combating climate change is concerned with reduction of energy use in buildings and transportation (particularly in city centres) and the increase in energy efficiency. As formulated in Table 1, liabilities of municipalities remain considerably limited with regard to precautionary measures on climatic change. Except for those displayed in Table 1, there exists no legal framework to encourage municipalities towards thinking on, producing policies for and taking precautionary measures against the problem of climatic change today. They are even not engaged in works for public awareness.

Table 1. Liabilities of municipalities on climate change in Turkish legislation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legislation</th>
<th>Liabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Regulation on procedure and principles for increasing energy efficiency in transportation | - Allocation of city gates to parking areas in site planning and urban regeneration projects; provision of methods to avail the drivers for benefitting from mass transportation in their travels to city centers.  
- Calming traffic at city centers via reduction of vehicles.  
- Giving intermodal transportation system priority in mass transportation stops.  
- In mass transportation vehicles, if there exists a network, |
| Regulation on energy resources and increasing efficiency in energy use | - Provision of street lighting in conditions identified by the regulation  
- Being engaged in public awareness activities (this task is of responsibility only of greater municipalities)  
- Carrying out energy studies for use of thermal power station heats in different sectors  
- Giving priority to those districts where thermal power station waste heats, if any, or central heating and cooling may take place at mass housing estates to be newly-built and taking the necessary precautionary measures for infrastructural planning for distribution of heat.  
- Estimation of the consumption figures for those buildings that cover an area of ten thousand square meters and above in their construction projects |
| --- | --- |
| Regulation on energy performance in buildings | - Provision of regulatory clauses on building energy efficiency on architectural project design, heat insulation, heating and cooling systems, ventilation and air conditioning systems, lighting systems, and heated water preparation and distribution systems.  
- Control of application procedures, whether the buildings have been constructed according to the conditions brought by the regulation; giving construction permit to those buildings that are duly constructed  
- Appointing relevant persons to submit the heating insulation projects of their buildings  
- Preparation of reports on the required maintenance and tests regarding efficiency  
- Approval of energy identity documents prepared by authorized organizational bodies. |

Land use plans should be adopted as one of the most tangible means of implementation in order to guide municipalities towards addressing to the problem. Municipalities should be responsible to make such land use plans where the decisions on building activities are made on basis of reduction of these impacts or which prevent the problem prior to its emergence. This responsibility will carry the municipalities up to the position of taking an effective role for the solution, consequently leading to creation of circumstances where the problem of climate change is discussed together with local communities, whom they will inform on key measures for urban development activities.

In Turkey, the current mediation meetings on conservation plans present an example for such common ground where municipalities meet the local public on the issue of preservation. In
2005, the “Regulation on Procedure and Principles Pertaining to the Preparation, Demonstration, Implementation, Control of Conservation Plans and Landscaping Projects and the Qualification of Persons Preparing the Plan” was enacted by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism. As stated in article 6, item f of the regulation, during the preparation process of conservation plans, it is mandatory to conduct two mediation meetings with participation of relevant professional chambers, non-governmental organizations, related departments of universities, workplace owners and households living within the conservation area and the involved inhabitants; one meeting for identification of problems, opportunities, vision, objectives, instruments and strategies prior to development of the plan decisions and the other meeting, after making of the plan, for the final review of the draft plan to be submitted to regional conservation council. These meetings gather local public with authorized representatives of municipalities together for consideration of conservation plans (See Figure 2).

Conservation plans are prepared for settlements located at valuable places distinctive for their natural and historical characteristics. In order to contribute in enhancing local acceptance of the problem of climate change, the practice of mediation meetings that are yet limited to specific areas should be allocated a more comprehensive scope to involve climate-friendly planning processes. Furthermore, these meetings will also provide for communication in explaining about the impact of climatic data-based building practice upon energy efficiency in housing areas and contributions to economic budgets of households.

Figure 2. Mediation Meetings on Conservation Plans Held at Different Settlements.

1) Sarıyer (İstanbul) (Source: Kent Yaşam, 2011)
2) Gölcük (Kocaeli) (Source: Saraylı-Örcün, 2010)
3) Yakaören (İsparta) (Source: Kanal 32, 2010)
4) Balçova (İzmir) (Source: Etki Haber, 2010)
3.2 Users

This group consists of households residing at urban residential areas. Level of domestic energy use is dependent upon preferences of households (type and size of dwellings, type of energy used for heating, transportation preferences etc.) varying mainly by their economic income levels. The majority of domestic energy consumption leading to CO₂ emissions is the result of their use of electricity and fuels spent for purposes of heating, cooling and lighting. Particularly the use of fossil fuels for heating purposes by low income households is the most important factor creating domestic greenhouse-gas emissions.

In the study held by Erickson et al. (2009) for six developing countries, the alternative solutions to reduce emissions caused by building activities in these countries are as follows: building codes and enforcement, appliance efficiency and labelling standards, retrofits of existing buildings via ESCOs, fuel switching from wood and oil to LPG and natural gas, new standards for lighting efficiency, more stringent building standards and mandatory efficiency targets (including use of solar hot water heaters), government R&D for efficiency technologies and cost sharing for ESCOs. Likewise, the focus is on alternatives for technology-based solutions in Turkey. However, as in the case of Latin America discussed by Lankao (2007), solutions for increasing domestic energy efficiency through building insulation technologies bear challenges of application in developing countries having financial difficulties. Increasing energy efficiency in dwellings provide significant economic gains in the long term, but the initial set-up costs of these technology-based solutions are above household budgets of medium- and especially the low-income groups. Instead of targeting at long-term gains, households tend to refrain from short-term costs. Given these circumstances, especially in those countries where the gross national domestic product per capita remains low, merits of passive energy conservation gain more importance than technology-supported precautions for energy conservation in domestic uses, since they have direct contributions to household budgets. Land use plans are effective tools for passive energy conservation

3.3 Investors and Land Owners

Urban development demands of capital owners that exert pressure upon municipal governments are reflected on land use plans as decisions on building activities, which can be exemplified by proliferation of newly-developed residential areas, allocation of naturally-distinctive areas to tourism development areas, and transformation of urban waterfronts into housing areas consisting of attached, multi-storeyed buildings. Development of the built environment in such ways result in building densities that are not harmonious to local climatic conditions, further causing rise in amounts of energy use, on the one hand, and in reduction of carbon sinks due to changes in land use patterns, on the other.

As mentioned in the previous section, the investors and land owners will resist against spatial measures for reduction in climate change. Since they receive large amounts of economic gain from dense and rapid urbanization, it is very difficult for these groups to accept their responsibilities in the problem of climate change. For this reason, the existence of the problem of climate change should definitely be imposed upon this group.
Given this, land use plans may be used as an imposing power on the issue. In order to succeed, the existing framework of planning practice should differ considerably. In Turkey, the housing development areas and building codes are given in the master and development plans. Land use planning measures, which are binding for developers, terminate after completion of the construction phase. There may be two different solutions in guiding the investors towards addressing the issue of climate change. Firstly, if land use plans are prepared harmoniously to local climatic conditions where building codes are based on provision of passive energy gains, then developers will have to execute their construction activities paying the greatest caution. This imperative, independent from their own preferences, will function as a means to encourage the investors to accept their responsibility in the problem of climate change. The investors and land owners are, in fact, in a position that is rather passive here. With the intention to alter their position from passive to active, the second solution involves fostering such regulations where these groups may make use of a part of their gains from building activities for possible solutions targeted at climate change. No matter how sensitive the building activities are, construction of a new building inevitably entails CO\textsubscript{2} emission. Thus, investors may be asked to compensate for the problem via making payments for such services as support (forestation) of inner-city green areas and its environs or payments for environment taxes (at rate of their construction).

3.4 Non-governmental Organizations and Professional Chambers

Non-governmental organizations and professional chambers are organizational bodies that operate on a volunteering basis. Among the four groups listed, these bodies are the ones most sensitively approaching to environmental problems in comparison, but it still is difficult to state that they are actively engaged in any framework on climate change in Turkey. Nevertheless, this group is the one mostly inclined towards accepting the problem. The current works and studies held by these groups are confined to public awareness and miscellaneous activities. Land use planning can be utilized as a means for achieving more concrete results out of their studies in order to let them function in a mechanism having control over local governments.

Plans prepared by municipalities are displayed for duration of one month for public review and appeal prior to their approval. During this process of public review and appeal, critiques and objectives against the entire plan are usually uttered by these groups. The Chamber of City Planners and the Chamber of Architects, both affiliated to the Union of Chambers of Turkish Engineers and Architects, can be named as the most actively engaged two professional bodies, which undertake an outstanding task in the very same context.

With regard to preservation of natural values, a considerable part of plan appeals dwells upon critiques of spatial development decisions leaving adverse impacts over natural areas (e.g., urban development decisions threatening water basins; transportation decisions putting pressure on urbanization of agricultural lands etc.). Preservation of natural areas is used as a substantial reference point in the course of plan appeals. Likewise, a wide range of evaluative remarks and critiques on climate change can also be offered for due considerations during the appeal. Until recently however, this problem failed to be duly evaluated.
With the intention to clarify the issue further, the highly disputed transportation projects can be given as an example. If a plan gives place to any highway that will result in loss of substantial part of the natural environment, then this decision is criticized on basis of the loss at issue. When considered in terms of the climate change problem, this decision for a highway can, at the same time, be criticized for being a factor that causes an increase in use of motor vehicles, and in return, a rise in greenhouse-gas emissions. As stated afore, however, the problem of climate change is not addressed by these groups on basis of any critiques. Making climate-friendly land use plans or raising awareness of these groups will ensure that these groups may take an active role in creating solution via the appeal mechanism.

4. Conclusion: Guiding and supporting legal tools

It is a difficult task to enhance cultural legitimacy on the problem of climate change. In order to tackle this challenge, the intersecting ways of how the urban actors, various interest groups or individuals may address to the issue should be identified so that efforts to enhance cultural legitimacy may be executed duly. In this study, urban land use planning is depicted as one of these grounds where the mentioned actors come across the problem. The specific suggestions question how such a ground may be operationalized in line with the adopted objective framework.

The target of having established the above-demonstrated suggestions is dependent upon preparation of climate-friendly land use plans that aim at reduction of greenhouse-gas emissions. This study focuses on urban spatial development (the urban scale) only. Other studies should not be confined to scale of the city, but attain an approach minding the problem of climate change in spatial planning decisions of all scales and all types. The process of modern urban development and the means of its management and implementation embody efforts to reach spatial targets of economic development and solve the emerging economic and social problems. In recent times, primary objectives in spatial planning still lack any proactive framework that seeks for solutions against either existing or possible ecological problems. Even though land use planning bears profound impact upon climate change, it is quite rare for mitigation strategies to get integrated with urban land use planning activities. This course of spatial development minding ecological problems, in general and climate change, in particular, can be achieved through a major shift in the approach of land use planning.

Discussions on the problem of climate change are held on international and national political and legal grounds in search of possible solutions, but they do not focus much on precautionary measures in context of spatial planning yet. International treaties and conventions determine the overall objective framework in solving the problem. It is not any task of international legislative and political regulations to determine the methods of how (through which instruments or mechanisms) these objectives will be achieved on local level. Though not in detail, this task initially pertains to works and studies held on national levels. For this reason, the first step to be taken is that the role of urban spatial planning in climate change and its place within range of precautionary measures should be recognized and emphasized in all frameworks (national declarations, strategy plans, action plans and
measures programmes etc.) on national scale. Given this, land use planning is to pave the way for the grounds required for revision of relevant legislative regulations that are guiding in planning implementations on national, regional, and local scales. These legislative regulations must address to liabilities of municipalities in order to ensure making climate-friendly land use plans and encourage public participation during the course of preparing plans.

In Turkey, the Urbanization Council has been organized by the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement in 2009. Under shelter of this council, a working group on ‘Climate change, natural resources, ecological balance, and energy efficiency’ was established consisting of a wide range of academics who have been actively engaged in studies that were finalized in a comprehensive report. In the report, the main weaknesses are associated with the problem that neither the development plans, nor the existing buildings are harmonious to micro-climatic conditions, since this subject matter is not given any place of priority on the agenda. This leads to the suggestion that planning for energy requirements should also accompany the accomplishment of site plans, altogether corresponding to a paradigm shift in urban planning (Ministry of Public Works and Settlement, 2009). This report proves a pleasing development for Turkey in terms of associating urbanization with climate change. The proposed suggestions are in need to be executed as rapidly as possible.

The most crucial support on political and legislative levels is received from suggestions proposed in academic studies. These studies must provide for an answer to the question of how climate-friendly land use planning can be carried out. However, it is rather rare even in academic studies to expound upon the measures to be holistically taken in any land use plan. The majority of literature on mitigation of greenhouse-gas emissions focuses on increasing energy efficiency in buildings (e.g. Hunt, 2004; Brown & Southworth, 2008), compact city form and mixed-use development (e.g. Reginster & Rounsevell, 2006; Brown & Southworth, 2008), and reduction of emissions from vehicles through transportational means (e.g. Stone, 2003; Hunt, 2006; Reckien et al. 2007). Instead of those considerations that provide support on very specific issues, academic studies may be expected to foster more comprehensive and innovative suggestions to bring a shift in land use planning approach.

Studies of Zhang et al. (2007), Uy & Nakagoshi (2008) and Aydin & Çukur (2012) are the three examples that best encounters such a context. They search for a balance between CO₂ emissions with production of O₂ in urban environments, while estimating the amount of area to be allocated to green facilities as required by such a balancing approach in urban planning. There is need for such type of scientific approaches, methods and suggestions, which ensure that land use plans gain a climate-friendly quality in spatial organization of urban development and the determination of specific conditions. On the other hand, land use planning must be deprived of its economic development-based structure and embrace a brand new structure that is intertwined with the natural environment. In other words, suggestions of land use planning for combating climate change, in particular, and preservation of nature, in general, must not be confined to mere revisions, but be theoretically reinforced by discussions and proposals to the point, altogether paving the way for a shift in logic of land use planning.
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